Bibliography of Reference Materials - Summer Teachers’ Workshop in Genomics

Books


Videos/DVDs

2. DNA Interactive (2003), Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (also at www.dnai.org)

3. Howard Hughes Medical Institute Holiday Lecture Series (free at www.hhmi.org)
   1995 *The Double Life of RNA* - Video
   1998 *Of Hearts and Hypertension: Blazing Genetic Trails* - Video
   1999 *2000 and Beyond: Confronting the Microbe Menace* - DVD
   2000 *Clockwork Genes: Discoveries in Biological Time* - DVD
   2001 *The Meaning of Sex: Genes and Gender* - DVD
   2002 *Scanning Life's Matrix: Genes, Proteins, and Small Molecules* - DVD
   2003 *Learning from Patients: The Science of Medicine* – DVD
   2004 *Science of Fat* – DVD
   2005 *Evolution: Constant Change and Common Threads* – DVD
   2006 *Potent Biology: Stem Cells, Cloning, and Regeneration* – DVD
   2007 *AIDS: Evolution of an Epidemic* – DVD
   2008 *Making Your Mind: Molecules, Motion and Memory* – DVD
   2009 *Exploring Biodiversity: The Search for New Medicines* – DVD
   2010 *Viral Outbreak: The Science of Emerging Disease* – DVD
   2011 *Bones, Stones, and Genes: The Origin of Modern Humans* – DVD

   *The Immortal Thread; Accidents of Creation; Birth, Sex, and Death; Conquering Cancer; Cell Wars; The Mouse that Laid the Golden Egg: Industrial Biotechnology; Children by Design; Who are You?*

5. *Protein Synthesis: An Epic on the Cellular Level* (watch on You Tube at http://youtube.com/watch?v=u9dhO0iCLww)


See Workshop Web site for links to many other on-line resources